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The Media Kit: Advertise On AssamVacancy.in 

If you think you are reaching out to all of your online and offline prospects, think again!! 

Welcome to AssamVacancy.in’s Media Kit announcement. 

Here you will find all the information you need to advertise on 

AssamVacancy.in. 

If you have never visited our website, we recommend that you just give 

a look and all that this website has to offer. 

An Introduction to AssamVacancy.in 

Hello, we are the AssamVacancy.in Team and your point of contact for all media related inquiries. 

Let us give you an overview of the website: 

We have started this website to help out all the ones looking for a job. With this motive, we are 

regularly putting in 8 hours to bring in the content that are fresh, relevant and jobs that really 

matter! The website is booming greatly and paving towards a record break of views of its own 

every day. Just in a short span of time, it has become one of the most popular website and helping 

our viewers and jobs seekers. With the introduction of the new Pay Commission, students and job 

seekers are more focused towards a Government job. Aspirants are also relentlessly looking for 

Private Jobs to start off their Career and give their Organisation a hike. This is clearly evident from 

the search inspection people are using to get to our website. Since our inception, we have been 

greatly motivated to do this awesome work, have also received good feedback from our viewers and 

from anonymous visitors too. 

Why should you advertise on AssamVacancy.in? 

You have already noticed the name, it’s a “.in” website: means a website primarily focused for 

Indian viewers. The name “Assam” brings its niche to all the students and candidates of Assam. Not 

only this, the website is beautifully coded, highly responsive mobile friendly and has the following 

features everyone like: 

1. Push notifications for Chrome, Mozilla, Safari browsers. 

2. Email notification for a new job post. 

3. Featured Images to recognize a job easily. 

4. Comment section or doubt with follow up. 

5. Jobs by categories and tags. 

6. Jobs by dates released. 

7. Job deadlines 

And so much more to say… 

60% of the viewers are from Assam and the traffic is mostly organic - Which means we are nearly 

reaching our goal. Plus we are also active on Social Media like Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and 

Linkedin. A Google Analytics data is embedded below: 
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Advertisement & partnership opportunities: 

Recognizing that every partnership 

is different, we provide our clients 

with an extensive array of 

advertisement solutions. 

We are selective with partners, 

choosing only those companies / 

services that meet our quality of 

standards. 

Also, we do seek out long-term 

partnerships with businesses who 

are committed to delivering quality 

services or products that are user-

centric. 

Here are some available advertising 

opportunities that we offer at AssamVacancy.in. Depending upon your individual marketing 

strategy or need, you can pick one: 

1. Display Ads: 

Below is an image to give you an idea of the ads that we run: 
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The charges are as follows on monthly basis: 

 Header Ads: Rs. 5,000 

 Primary Sidebar Ad: Rs. 3,000 

 Secondary Sidebar Ad: Rs. 2,500  

 Footer Ad: Rs. 1,000 

However, we also offer the above advertisement for 15(fifteen) days at half the rates. 

The ads will appear in mobile view in the same hierarchy as above. 

2. Advertise a Job Post or Vacancy: 

If you have a job you can provide to our viewers and subscribers, the payout to display the ad is as 

follows: 

 Rs. 2,000: Job Advertisement Display till the last date of applications / interview or as stated 

by the recruiter. 

The job details will be published in the homepage and it will also reflect in our Bulletin Board. We 

will also feature this job in the Weekly Job Deadlines. Push notifications will be sent instantly as 

soon as the job is published to all our app users and subscribers. Moreover, we will also publish it 

to our social media pages and fan followers. 

 

Now, coming to the payment: 

 

We accept payments via online mode. We have integrated a Great payment gateway with 

AssamVacancy.in : Instamojo. You can process the payments through it hassle free. It is at an 

instant through the secure payment gateway of Instamojo. 

Click here to select your ad plan and buy at an instant 

However, you can also pay through NEFT or other modes. For that you can drop a mail to our 

official email id: admin@assamvacancy.in or assamvacancy@gmail.com. 

Drop us an email to any of the above for any queries and information. 

https://www.instamojo.com/assamvacancy
mailto:admin@assamvacancy.in
mailto:assamvacancy@gmail.com

